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Abstract
Advanced real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI) allows researchers to study articulatory movements
during speech production with high temporal resolution. Nevertheless, accurately outlining articulator contours
in high-frame-rate rtMRI presents challenges, given data scalability and image quality issues, which make
manual and automatic labeling difficult. The widely used publicly available USC-TIMIT dataset provides rtMRI
data with landmark-based contour labels for part of the data derived from unsupervised region segmentation
using spatial frequency domain representation and gradient descent optimization. While this method yields
high-quality labels, occasional labeling errors exist. Many contour detection methods were trained and tested
based on this ground truth, which is not purely a gold standard label, and the resulting contour data remains
largely undisclosed to the public. This paper offers a refinement of landmark-based vocal tract contour labels
by employing outlier removal, a fully convolutional network (FCN)-based smoothing, and a landmark point-to-
edge curve projection approach. In the absence of an established ground truth label, we evaluate the quality
of the new labels through subjective assessments of several contour areas, comparing them to the existing data labels.

Keywords: Vocal Track, real-time MRI, landmark-based contour labels, fully convolutional network, point-
to-curve projection

1. Introduction

Speech production, a key focus in linguistics, pho-
netics, and neuroscience, involves creating speech
sounds. Researchers investigate how articula-
tors shape acoustic features and brain-controlled
speech, vital for linguistic analysis, speech model-
ing, articulatory control, and the articulatory-sound
relationship (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996).
To study speech production, techniques like X-
ray imaging ((Westbury et al., 2005); Vorperian
et al., 2009), Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA)
(Perkell et al., 1992); (Cai et al., 2018), and real-
time Magnetic Resonance Imaging (rtMRI) are uti-
lized. Among these, rtMRI stands out for its non-
invasive, radiation-free nature and high-resolution
visualization of vocal tract shaping, providing a valu-
able tool to examine dynamic tongue, lip, and palate
movements during speech, enhancing our under-
standing of speech production mechanisms.

In the pursuit of a more in-depth analysis of dy-
namic movements like the tongue, lips, and palate
in rtMRI, identifying articulator contours is essential.
However, this task becomes particularly challeng-
ing with high-frame-rate data capturing the intrica-
cies of the dynamic vocal tract. Manual labeling
is nearly impossible due to its labor-intensive na-
ture and significant time and budget consumption,
while automatic methods face obstacles due to low
resolution of rtMRI, image blurring and distortion,
limited textural variations, and the rapidly changing
shapes of the vocal tract.

The complexity of articulatory data analysis is

compounded by the limited availability of publicly
accessible rtMRI datasets. USC-TIMIT (Narayanan
et al., 2014a), a widely used repository in this do-
main, offers both rtMRI data and ground truth labels
in part of data through spatial frequency domain-
based segmentation (Bresch and Narayanan,
2009). While this method provides high-quality la-
bels, it’s essential to acknowledge that, like many
unsupervised approaches, it can still result in in-
stances of incorrect labeling within the dataset.
Consequently, numerous research studies have
proposed automatic contour detection methods
to enhance labeling accuracy (Asadiabadi and
Erzin, 2020a,b; Zhang et al., 2016; Toutios and
Narayanan, 2015). However, these methods were
trained and tested based on this ground truth, which
is not purely a gold label. Furthermore, most of
these approaches have not made their results avail-
able to the public, and a comprehensive analysis
of error-prone contour labels is scarce.

In addressing these challenges, this paper offers
several contributions:

• The refinement of the landmark-based vocal
tract contour data labels1 is achieved through
several steps, including outlier removal, the uti-
lization of a fully convolutional network (FCN)

1Note: The refinement of rtMRI landmark-based
vocal tract contour labels data proposed in this study
available at https://github.com/ha3ci-lab/
USC-TIMIT_rtMRI_Landmarks. It can be utilized as
auxiliary information for the current existing USC-TIMIT
dataset.

https://github.com/ha3ci-lab/USC-TIMIT_rtMRI_Landmarks
https://github.com/ha3ci-lab/USC-TIMIT_rtMRI_Landmarks
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to smooth contour shapes, and a point-to-
curve projection technique to fit the edge plane
of the articulators.

• The investigation of the quality of the new la-
bels through subjective assessments of sev-
eral contour areas, comparing them to the ex-
isting data labels and a comprehensive anal-
ysis regarding which contour labels are most
prone to issues.

2. Related Works
In rtMRI, vocal tract contour estimation primarily
relies on two approaches: landmark-based and
segmentation-based. The landmark-based ap-
proach involves techniques like the active con-
trol model (ACM) (Kass et al., 1988), active
shape model (ASM) (Silva and Teixeira, 2015),
and articulatory-specific multiple linear regression
(MLR) (Labrunie et al., 2018) to identify anatom-
ical landmarks and separate tissue from the air-
way. Publicly available labeled data is derived from
Bresch and Narayanan’s work (2009), using un-
supervised region segmentation with spatial fre-
quency domain representation and gradient de-
scent optimization.

Conversely, the segmentation-based technique
is typically used to assign tissue and background
labels through pixel-level segmentation. It then ex-
tracts vocal tract contours from the segmented MRI
frame. Many methods for vocal tract segmenta-
tion (Raeesy et al., 2013; Ruthven et al., 2021) rely
on supervised deep learning. Recent work (Silva
and Teixeira, 2015) explores multi-task learning for
contour detection and labeling.

While many studies have introduced novel tech-
niques, they often rely on existing ground truth,
which may not be perfect. In contrast, this pa-
per enhances the ground truth to contribute to the
community, by involving outlier detection, contour
smoothing with a fully convolutional network, and
aligning landmark points with the articulator’s edge
plane curve.

3. Database Description
This study is based on the USC-TIMIT dataset
(Narayanan et al., 2014a,b), a large-scale database
of synchronized audio and rtMRI data for speech
research. The data were recorded from ten native
speakers of American English while uttering the
same 460-sentence phonetically balanced dataset
used in the MOCHA-TIMIT corpus (Wrench and
Richmond, 2000). The visual articulatory data in-
cludes midsagittal upper airway MRI data with a
68x68 pixel image resolution over 20x20 cm and a
frame rate of 23.18 frames per second.

The USC TIMIT dataset provides ground truth
labels for vocal tract contours of just three subjects

(F1, F5, and M3). These labels are generated us-
ing spatial frequency domain-based segmentation
and are available in three formats: 178-points, 180-
points, and 181-points, differing in the number of
points used. The varying number of landmarks in
the original dataset suggests distinct landmark rep-
resentations, possibly due to different initialization
methods. There are 95,223 video frames in total,
with frame numbers per format detailed in Table 1.
We identified a labeling error involving 3005 frames
in the dataset, and this paper offers to refine them.
Here, we primarily use the 180-point data, which
constitutes over 50% of the available data. Other
formats can also be applied if needed.

Table 1: Number of frames for each label format.
Format # Frames # Frames
Points (total) (each subject)
178 15205 15205 (F1)
180 51252 16882 (F1)

34370 (F5)
181 28766 28766 (M3)

4. Proposed Label Refinement

Figure 1: Nine areas of articulator.

There are nine areas to be considered, as illus-
trated in Figure 1: upper lip (yellow), bottom lip
(purple), hard palate (pink), edge tongue (red), mid-
dle tongue (green), back tongue (orange), epiglottis
(blue), uvular (grey), pharyngeal wall (brown).

To refine the data, various steps were performed
to address many outliers and noise-sensitive con-
tour shapes due to the blurry images in the current
dataset, which are described in the following sec-
tions.

4.1. Outlier Removal
To remove outliers, we first calculate the average
size of each area. Then, for each dataset, we com-
pare the size of each area to the average size. Us-
ing a constant threshold value, we remove data
when the size significantly differs from the average.
For instance, we eliminate data where the uvular
area is smaller than 400 square pixels for the F1
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dataset and smaller than 300 square pixels for the
F5 dataset. In total, we detected and removed 248
outliers from the F1 dataset and 2,757 outliers from
the F5 dataset. The uvula in subject F5 appears
smaller and more blurry in the MRI images than
that of subject F1, resulting in a higher frequency
of errors (outliers) for F5 compared to F1.

4.2. FCN-based Smoothing

Figure 2: FCN architecture.

Neural networks are effective at handling labeling
errors. Generally, simpler models exhibit greater re-
silience to input noise, as complex models are more
prone to overfitting and sensitivity to noisy inputs.
Our objective, given the rtMRI image data, is to pro-
duce smoother versions of the coordinate points
for 180 landmarks. Inspired by the U-Net approach
(Ronneberger et al., 2015), we have implemented
a more straightforward version of a U-Net-based
FCN. The network comprises a four-layer encoding
path, followed by a three-layer decoding path, as
depicted in Figure 2.

4.3. Point-to-Curve Projection
Last, our goal is to project landmark points onto
the edge plane of the articulators. To achieve this,
we generate the edge of the MRI image using the
adaptive threshold Gaussian method (Gaur et al.,
2014) as it is more robust than other classical tech-
niques, Prewitt (1970), Sobel (1968), and Canny
(1986), for thresholding images with varying illu-
mination. This method produces all detailed edge
information, as illustrated in Figure 3(a). Next, we
eliminate unnecessary edges that are too far from
the smoothed points generated by FCN, resulting
in only the edges corresponding to specific areas

of the articulator, as shown in Figure 3(b). This pro-
cess is repeated for all nine areas of the articulator.
Finally, we project the FCN points onto the near-
est neighbor edge pixels to fit them onto the edge
curve of the articulator, as depicted in Figure 3(c).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Yellow dots are the original landmark
points; (a) Edges generated by the adaptive thresh-
old Gaussian; (b) Removal of unnecessary edges;
and (c) Projection of landmark points (yellow dots)
onto the edge curve of the articulator (red dots).

5. Experimental Setup
5.1. Model Parameter
The FCN was implemented using PyTorch 2.0.1
(Paszke et al., 2019), and training was performed
on a dual NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 graphics
card. The input is MRI image data, with the origi-
nal 68x68 pixels. We then upscale it by a factor of
4 into 272x272 pixels using Single-scale SR Net-
work (EDSR) (Lim et al., 2017), while the outputs
are coordinate points of 180 landmarks with x and
y values. The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2017) was applied with hyperparameters β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999, and ϵ = 1e−4 to adjust network weights.
In each experiment, the network was trained for 100
epochs.

5.2. Subjective Evaluation
As there is no available gold-level ground truth data
for this dataset, we conducted a subjective evalu-
ation involving 20 participants (see Section 9 for
ethical considerations). This evaluation entailed an
A/B preference test to judge which set of landmark
points best fit the MRI image. We compared three
different label sets generated from different meth-
ods: the original ground truth labels from the USC-
TIMIT dataset (denoted as "Original"), the labels
produced by FCN smoothing (denoted as "FCN"),
and the labels produced by FCN smoothing and
point-to-edge projection (denoted as "FCN+Edge").

In total, there are 60 questions that we randomly
selected, comprising three sets of 20 questions.
Each set compares only two models out of the three
available. To avoid bias and complexity, the partici-
pant was unaware that there are three systems, and
the questions are designed to compare the quality
of two randomly selected systems with two images
(A and B). Participants are then asked to compare
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(a) Original vs. FCN (b) Original vs. FCN+Edge (c) FCN vs. FCN+Edge

Figure 4: AB preference tests on two landmark contour labels among three options (original, FCN, and
FCN+Edge), considering nine local areas: (a) upper lip, (b) bottom lip, (c) hard palate, (d) edge of the
tongue, (e) middle tongue, (f) back of the tongue, (g) epiglottis, (h) uvular, (i) pharyngeal wall and (j) the
overall landmark-based vocal tract.

(a) Original (b) FCN (c) FCN+Edge

Figure 5: Errors and inaccuracies of the landmark contour labels identified in each method.

the accuracy of nine local areas from those two
images, as visualized in Figure 1: upper lip, bottom
lip, hard palate, edge tongue, middle tongue, back
tongue, epiglottis, uvular, pharyngeal wall, as well
as the overall landmark-based vocal tract.

6. Experiment Results

Figure 4 shows the results of A/B preference tests
on two landmark contour labels among three op-
tions (original, FCN, and FCN+Edge), consider-
ing nine local areas: (a) upper lip, (b) bottom lip,
(c) hard palate, (d) edge of the tongue, (e) mid-
dle tongue, (f) back of the tongue, (g) epiglottis,
(h) uvular, (i) pharyngeal wall and (j) the overall
landmark-based vocal tract.

In a comparison between the labels from the
original landmarks of the USC-TIMIT dataset and
the smoothed versions from the FCN output (de-
noted as "Original vs. FCN"), the subjects judged
that the FCN labels are better than the original la-
bels in almost all areas. Specifically, for the uvular
area, 85% of the subjects chose FCN labels, as
well as for the palate, pharyngeal wall, and overall
areas, where 80% of the subjects preferred FCN
labels. The typical errors and inaccuracies of the

landmark contour labels in the uvular area in the
original dataset can be seen in Figure 5 (a). The
only one area where subjects preferred the original
label is the edge of the tongue area, with 55% ver-
sus 45%. An error example of an FCN label in this
area can be seen in Figure 5 (b).

In a comparison between the labels from the orig-
inal landmarks of the USC-TIMIT dataset and the
smoothed versions from the FCN with the point-
to-edge projection approach (denoted as "Original
vs. FCN+Edge"), unexpectedly, the FCN+Edge
labels only judged to be better in some areas, re-
sulting in an almost 50%-50% distribution overall.
This might be because both the original landmarks
and the FCN+Edge labels rely on edge prediction,
which might still not be robust in handling blurry
areas in the images, often resulting in unnecessary
landmark contour labels. The main areas where
FCN+Edge is unable to provide better labels are
in the uvular area. An example of an error from
FCN+Edge can be seen in Figure 5 (c).

Lastly, in the comparison between the labels
from the FCN alone and the FCN with the point-
to-edge projection approach (denoted as "FCN vs.
FCN+Edge"), the subjects once again judged that
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the FCN-only labels are better than the FCN+Edge
labels in all areas. As before, the most significant
difference is observed in the uvular area, where
85% of the subjects preferred the FCN-only labels.
Overall, the results reveal that FCN-only labels sig-
nificantly outperform the original and FCN+Edge
label data. The FCN successfully demonstrates
greater resilience to input noise and generates
smoother labels. Consequently, the data we re-
lease is based on these FCN labels.

7. Conclusion

This paper contributes to the field by offering a
refinement of landmark-based vocal-tract contour
labels. This refinement includes outlier removal,
FCN-based smoothing, and a landmark point-to-
edge curve projection approach. Despite the ab-
sence of an established ground truth label, we eval-
uated the quality of the new labels through subjec-
tive assessments of various contour areas, com-
paring them to the existing data labels. The results
reveal that FCN-only labels significantly outperform
the original and FCN+Edge label data. The most
critical area prone to errors in the original data is the
uvular area. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate
that the new labels, with the outlier removal and
FCN-based smoothing, significantly enhance accu-
racy and reliability, providing improved vocal-tract
label data for the research community.

8. Limitations

Despite providing new ground truth labels with a
better accuracy and reliability, this study has some
limitations. First, the proposed approach utilizes
several well-known techniques, which may limit its
technical novelty. However, as mentioned earlier,
the primary aim of this study is to contribute to im-
proved ground truth labels. The results have indeed
shown that even simple yet effective techniques,
such as outlier removal and FCN-smoothing, can
provide better labels. While the edge-to-curve pro-
jection approach was not particularly effective in
improving the labels in this case due to its reliance
on edge prediction, which might still not be robust
in handling blurry areas in the images, we will ad-
dress this issue by exploring other methods that are
more robust in such situations. Furthermore, in the
future, we will investigate more sophisticated and
novel approaches to further refine the landmark
contour labels.

Second, this study lacks objective evaluation pri-
marily due to the absence of a true gold standard
for ground truth labels. During the planning of the
subjective evaluation, we intended to involve a min-
imum of 30 participants. However, after the final

data collection and compilation, only 20 partici-
pants were available for the study. This may be
due to participants’ unfamiliarity with articulatory
data. In future studies, we plan to collect data from
a larger and more diverse group.

Lastly, this study focused on the specific USC-
TIMIT rtMRI dataset. However, since the proposed
method used the FCN framework to generate land-
marks and neural networks function like a black
box when mapping a vector to another vector, this
method can be applied to other datasets with mini-
mal modification.

9. Ethical Considerations

This study is based on the publicly available USC-
TIMIT rtMRI vocal tract dataset. The participation of
human subjects in evaluating the new ground truth
labels, especially during the subjective assessment,
has undergone review and approval by our insti-
tution’s Institutional Review Board and Research
Ethics Committee. Consequently, the experiments
were conducted in accordance with institutional eth-
ical guidelines.

For crowdsourced adult participants, we imple-
mented a ’first in, first out’ (FIFO) selection method,
ensuring that they met specific criteria. These cri-
teria included a requirement for English proficiency
above TOEIC 700 to ensure that participants could
comprehend the task guidelines. Additionally, we
needed to screen for color blindness, as figures
and landmarks were identified using various colors.
Other than that, there was no discrimination in the
selection of participants.

We have taken steps to ensure that all partic-
ipants in this study are well-informed about the
research’s objectives, data usage, and data protec-
tion related to personally identifiable information.
Before participating in the experiments, individuals
provided written informed consent, and, after the
experiments, they received compensation as per
our institution’s hourly work policy.
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